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The fundamental transformation effecting a complete change of economic or-

der in twenty-seven countries, with more than 400 million inhabitants, hap-

pening over roughly the past fifteen years and even in some cases continuing

today, has its counterpart in the theoretical reflection on economic processes.

The low relevance and poor applicability of various classic textbooks have

been shown in frequent dependencies on a range of silent assumptions, count-

ing on a more-or-less smooth functioning of an economy’s necessary institu-

tional network. This situation introduced new impulses for the so-called insti-
tutional economics, a discipline bridging economic theory and social science

and concerning itself with the economic evolution of all relevant institutions

(in the broadest sense of the word), and their influence on an economy’s func-

tioning.

The above-mentioned processes gave rise to the so-called new political
economics, which attempts to analyse the interactions between the economic

and political spheres and their ramifications for economic development and

the development of society, using the analytical framework of institutional

economics. However, the new political economics does not incorporate the

radical criticism to the existing economic systems that is close to some

schools of institutional economics. On the contrary, it struggles for a synthe-

sis of the “...liberal approach of economic systems... with historically in-
formed institutional analysis”.1 László Csaba as the author of the reviewed

book associates himself with this school of economics, also called neoclassi-
cal political economy, understanding the book as his contribution to the sub-

ject and its methods of analysis. The aim of the analysis is “to highlight de-
velopmental, regional and post-Communist specific features of economic
processes”,2 although the main goal of the analysis could be considered the

effort at “endogenizing the state and collective action, as well as introducing
these in the standard analysis in order to produce policy relevant and inter-
esting new outcomes”.3

The first chapter, following quite an extensive, methodologically focused,

introduction, is entitled A Comparative Overview of Empirical Evidence. It

aims to organise the large and sometimes labyrinthine empirical material on

the development of transforming countries (Csaba most widely uses the term

emerging economies). A basic comparison of the individual countries and en-

tire regions undergoing transformation is offered, using Gross Domestic Product,
Inflation, Unemployment, and External Balance as the main indicators char-

acterising the overall state and development of an economy. At the end of the

chapter, the author proposes a few preliminary conclusions, expanding and

discussing them further in the following chapters. Amongst other things, he

forms certain criteria of success and failure of the transformations of individ-

ual countries, and suggests a division of them into the groups of frontrunners
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and laggards. He fully acknowledges the opinion in texts on transformations

that fulfilling the basic set of reforms referred to as SLIP (stabilisation, liber-

alisation, institution building and privatisation)4 is the necessary prerequisite

for a successful economic transformation. He also states that “...with the time
passing the relevance of the Communist legacy diminishes”,5 as individual

countries gradually become members of the respective parts of the global

economy, depending on their socio-economic characteristics. The chapter is

ended with a complex series of tables illustrating the development of all ba-

sic macro-economic quantities in all the transforming countries, as well as

some others.

The next chapter deals with the so-called development dimension of the

post-communist transformation, or – more simply – its ability to launch the

growth and development necessary for boosting transforming countries’

economies and living standards. The author offers quite a scathing criticism

of various ideologically motivated, dogmatic and inflexible approaches to the

basic transformation tasks: “Uncritical reliance on standard, pre-cooked so-
lutions, coupled with ideological postulates stressing speed over quality, and
instrumentalizing the concept of spontaneous institution emergence for trivial
political ends, often swept away any attempt at analyzing local conditions on
their own right. This led.to a neglect of those contextual circumstances which
decide about the success or failure of the application of a proven theoretical
insight to policy-making.”6

Csaba supports a market-based approach to development based on connec-

tions into global economic processes. At the same time, he realizes the great

importance of the role of the state and the public sphere for a successful modern

economy: “It is worth emphasizing that a market-based approach to develop-
ment is by no means equivalent to the revival of the “night watchman state”
ideal. Instead of preaching the minimal state, a strong state is required: one
constrained by constitutional, legal, procedural and other democratic checks
and balances.”7

The following chapter gives the author’s opinion on the widely perceived

and debated contradiction regarding the transforming countries; that of the

functioning transnational markets on one side and the strictly localised frame-

work of the existing political sphere on the other. He is quite sceptical about

the term globalisation, which he considers “...overused, non-specified and
emotionally loaded” and “...has become a much too widespread label” and

proposes to use the term transnationalization instead, “...in line with the vo-
cabulary of international relations”.8 Although he considers the process in-

contestable and inevitable, Csaba believes that the actual ways of functioning

of individual economies and societies, as well as people’s quality of life, are

decided mainly on the level of individual states: “...transnational processes
themselves are not decisive. It is the way local politics interacts with these
that shapes the outcomes in the longer run”.9

Nevertheless, in the following chapter, “Globalization” and “Euro-
peanization”: A Double challenge for Emerging Europe, Csaba accepts that

there are global issues, challenges that demand a unified response by western

states and their allies. These include international terrorism and the spread of

HIV.10 However, Csaba also includes in this list the so-called localization of
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some aspects of life and people’s thinking. This localisation sparks some neg-

ative outcomes in culture and the media: “...in the political and information
flows there is a tendency to focus on the funny at the cost of the important. In-
fotainment is dominant over analyses, and the survival of public broadcast-
ing stations, as well as of major quality papers has been questioned.”11 The

author seemingly has much less confidence in market forces here (the develop-

ment of the media is decisively influenced by market forces) than in the ma-

jor portion of the book. At the same time, however, he does not offer any so-

lutions to remedy or reverse this problem.

Another chapter looks at relations between transforming countries and the

EU. The author examines the degree to which the process of preparing for EU

accession helped solve basic transformation tasks. On one hand, he accepts

the important role the EU played as an institutional anchor for candidate

countries, keeping them on the necessary course for further development. On

the other hand, however, he criticises the EU’s contemporary regulation

framework.12 Some EU policies are singled out for criticism, especially the

common agricultural policy and regional policies: “recent empirical studies
could not establish any positive correlation between the amounts drawn from
EU funds and the relative position of the recipient regions”.13 At the same

time, Csaba comes out in favour of a “...re-orientation of common agricultural
policy to environment-friendly and rural development projects”.14 In this

chapter Csaba commits a minor inexactitude regarding the motives for the

Czech Republic’s territorial reorganisation in 1997.15 This was not an effort to

create entities complying with the NUTS 2 regional division, as in Poland, but

rather a compromise resulting from the momentary balance of power among

urban political representatives, justified by a very tenuous link to the tradi-

tional historic regions.16

The next chapter examines European integration from a very different an-

gle. It is a debate of the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP), about which there

has been much recent criticism and equivocation. The chapter discusses the

Pact’s importance for the new EU member states, concluding that although

the SGP is imperfect (he summarises his mild criticisms in six points),17 some

form of such a pact is inevitable in the future to guarantee the stability of the

common currency: “...the idea of creating at least some soft form of a ‘strait-
jacket’, that is institutional anchoring and procedural rules for the EU, espe-
cially if stability of the single currency is a supreme joint objective, may hard-
ly be questioned on academic grounds”.18 For the new member states, the SGP

could also represent a new institutional anchor to replace the now obsolete

one, the achievement of full EU membership. This new anchor could have

a similar disciplinary influence on the states’ fiscal and monetary policies.

The author considers accepting the common currency an absolute priority in

the new member states, and one in perfect compliance with the Maastricht

criteria. There are at least three key reasons: Accepting the currency union

rules institutionalises low inflation and healthy public finances, which by it-

self is a value and a prerequisite for a successful economic development; this

will contribute to creating a favourable climate for investment; and also has

a political meaning, since staying outside the Eurozone necessarily introduces

a second-rate membership into the Union.19 Here the public fiscal deficit in
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the Czech Republic and two other Central European countries is also studied.20

The 2004 state budget deficit, at 12.9 percent of GDP, appears ominous at

first but can be interpreted neither outside the context of the difficult metho-

dology of the indicator’s counting, nor without the data on previous deficits,

or the following ones (which, of course, the author had no access to). With

hindsight, the year in question witnessed a concurrence of several negative

circumstances (e.g. the consequences of generously provided government

liabilities to commercial banks) that did not recur in following years.21

Two chapters offer territorial perspectives. The first gives a broad and up-

to-date analysis of the economic and social transformation in Russia. Both

pros and cons are juxtaposed in a very correct and objective manner, along-

side the country’s successes and failures over the course of its transformation.

Despite all the specifics and paradoxes here, the country does not present an

inexplicable problem on the basis of the standard theoretical approaches. The

chapter is complemented with a quite extensive table illustrating the coun-

try’s economic development from various viewpoints since the mid-1990s.

The second territorial chapter, bearing the somewhat provocative title of

Market Socialism: The Viable Impossible? draws attention to another impor-

tant phenomenon of world economy – China. Overall, it can be said that the

success – in terms of growth dynamics – of the economic reforms continuing

for more than two decades in China can be ascribed mainly to the coun-

try’s unique factors, such as its long tradition of decentralisation, the Chinese

trade spirit, and the contribution of the vast Chinese diaspora, etc.

The last two chapters present a conclusion of the book. Entitled Privatiza-
tion, Regulation and Regulated Markets and Institutions and Growth: What is
the Nexus? they allow the author to summarise and elaborate upon his ideas

and conclusions. The author states that the main goal of the book was to put

the analysis of transforming countries into the context of general economic

theory, especially the theory of growth: “The study of emerging economies has
perhaps contributed, though to a limited degree, to clarifying and under-
standing these more general considerations of economic theory.”22 The au-

thor also indicates the future direction of his further research.

László Csaba has done a great deal of precise scientific work, creating

a very consistent text summarising the up-to-date theoretic reflections on the

transformation process (the amount of sources is impressive) and putting

them into the analytic framework of institutional economics. At some points

he departs from analysis in favour of forming more concrete suggestions. The

gist of his economic-political suggestions lies in – put as briefly as possible –

bringing individual countries at the broadest possible level into global eco-

nomic processes capable of shattering all relations based on patronage,

“crony” relations, etc.: “...success is indeed directly related to joining the
global processes”.23 Another characteristic of the book is Csaba’s firm agree-

ment with institutionalism (“A civilized market is one constitutionally con-
strained and protected”),24 yet he vacillates between criticising the political

leaders of transforming countries for neglecting some tasks when creating

necessary institutions and regulatory mechanisms, and querying whether it

was actually possible to manage them all under the chaotic conditions of

transformation.25
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Despite the overall sound analytical approach, the reviewer cannot help

feeling that in some cases, the author has been influenced by an ideological

worldview. Probably the most striking example of such an approach may be

the author’s “dealing” with the issues of employees’ co-decision in Germany

and other European countries. The author claims that “co-decision rights and
other corporatist practices... are to blame for much of Western European un-
employment,”26 which he backs up by asserting that the European Commis-

sion makes steps purportedly against this institution. His assertion is support-

ed by referring to Handelsblatt, November 11, 2004.27 We should add that in

the mentioned issue of the German newspaper, there is no article corroborat-

ing any resistance of the Commission to the German system of co-decision.

The newspaper only contains reports on the negotiations of the German gov-

ernment with its European partners on how to apply this right in the case of

amalgamations of German companies with those from different EU member

states.28

The reviewed book is not aimed – due to its high readability – only at theo-

reticians in the field. It can also educate and inspire a wider group of interested

parties like officials, politicians, journalists, as well as anyone who is simply

willing to better understand social development.

Jan Hřích
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